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Take a moment and think about how you sit. 

Likely, you’ll notice there’s a lot more going 

on than just sitting—you’re moving, reclining, 

straightening and readjusting multiple times 

throughout the day. 
Now think about your chair. Is it really supporting 

you? A good chair not only allows you to move, it 

actively supports and promotes your movements and 

sitting positions. Mitos is a liberating departure from 

the conventional chair. Sit in it and Mitos becomes 

an extension of your body, fluidly moving with you 

as you transition from sitting upright to reclining and 

back again. In every movement, Mitos continuously 

supports your head, neck, arms and body making 

shifting and fidgeting a thing of the past. 

Mitos doesn’t simply change how 
you think about sitting. It frees you 
from thinking about it ever again. 

The mover and the changer. 
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Mitos K902M Mobile; Mitos K152MK7 mid-back: black 
mesh; Mitos K400M 4-leg side chairs: black mesh; all 
with Exclusive leather 1751 black, brilliant silver frame 
finish; shown with Hum. Minds at Work.® desking.
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Transform the way you sit.
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high back chair

aluminum base and frame

transmotion mechanism with relax button

infinitely adjustable tension range 

hard double casters

height-adjustable, flexible headrest*

adjustable lumbar support* (Air-Pressure Technology) 

active seat depth adjustment* (Astiv) 

soft double casters* 

model K362M

47 1/2" to 57 3/4" h (40 1/4" to 43 3/4" without headrest) 
30 1/2" w  
30 1/2" d (29 3/4" without arms)
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mid-back chair

aluminum base and frame

transmotion mechanism with relax button

infinitely adjustable tension range

hard double casters

height-adjustable, flexible headrest*

adjustable lumbar support* (Air-Pressure Technology) 

active seat depth adjustment* (Astiv) 

soft double casters* 

model K152M

47 1/2" to 53 3/4" h (38" to 41 1/2" without headrest)  
29 3/4" w  
29 3/4" d (28 1/2" without arms)
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low-back chair

aluminum base and frame

transmotion mechanism with relax button

infinitely adjustable tension range

hard double casters

height-adjustable, flexible headrest*

adjustable lumbar support* (Air-Pressure Technology)

active seat depth adjustment* (Astiv) 

soft double casters* 

model K102M

47 1/2" to 54 3/4" h (36 1/4" to 39 3/4" without headrest)  
27 3/4" w  
29 3/4" d (28 1/4" without arms)
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–  All chairs available in armless models.
–   Frame and base available in black, brilliant silver or polished.
– Chrome finish available on the four-leg and cantilever chair only.

–  Transmotion mechanism offers synchronized recline motion and wider range of 
movement for healthy sitting.

–  Relax button reduces backrest spring strength to ease the effort required for recline.



Complement the way you work.

*Optional upgrade
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four-leg side chair

tubular steel frame

movable comfort backrest 

dynamic mesh back 

hard glide or optional felt glide

armrests in polyurethane, optional leather 

model K450M 
model K400M (without arms)

34 1/2" h 
27 1/8" w  
21 1/4" d
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cantilever side chair

tubular steel frame

movable comfort backrest 

dynamic mesh back and cantilever base 
allows comfortable tilt/rocking

optional felt glide

armrests in polyurethane, optional leather 

model K550M 
model K500M (without arms)

33 1/2" h  
24" w  
22 1/2" d
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mobile chair

aluminum base and frame

pneumatic seat height adjustment

hard double casters

transforms into laptop table with footrest or lectern

supports 10 pounds in laptop or lectern positions

soft double casters*

model K902M

34 1/2" to 43 1/4" h  
28" w  
24 1/2" to 25 1/4" d
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Mitos K362MK7 high backs: black mesh; Mitos K902M 
Mobiles; both with Exclusive leather 1751 black, 
polished frame finish.



One chair.                       Many points of view.
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Multiple Comforts
Mitos high and mid-back chairs transform reclining into a legitimate 

working posture. Armrests pivot 180 degrees to support the upper 

arms and relieve shoulder and neck tension. Upgraded leather 

armrest caps provide extra padding in every position. The optional 

leather headrest is counter-synchronized, moving forward as you 

lean back to better support the head and neck. 

Intuitive Controls
Mitos’ intuitive movement controls allow you to change your viewpoint 

in comfort. The patented transmotion mechanism synchronizes the seat 

and back for optimal support through a wide range of movement. A 

relax button reduces spring strength in the backrest for longer reclining 

without the effort. And Mitos’ active seat depth adjustment expands the 

seating area for an additional two inches of surface and support. 

Ideal Complements 
Introducing a refreshing perspective on versatility. The Mitos 

Mobile chair easily transforms to accommodate working 

from virtually any position. In seconds it becomes a lectern 

for working while standing. Combine it with your Mitos office 

chair and you have a laptop table with footrest for a relaxed, 

mobile workstation. 



Mitos K362MK7 high back: black mesh, Exclusive 
leather 1751 black, polished frame finish; shown  
with Hum. Minds at Work.® desking and storage; 
Perks® accessories.
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“When redefining the chair, one cannot cling to the  

usual preconceived notions. It’s not about fulfilling 

requirements that are already there, but about opening  

up new opportunities—sitting, standing or lying down.  

Our contribution to all this bears the name Mitos—and 

how it can change your working day is a surprise you 

should discover for yourself.”

—ANDREAS STRUPPLER, PRODUCT DESIGNER  

You’re active while at work.    
            Shouldn’t your chair be, too?

In our manufacturing processes, material choices and product designs, Kimball Office shows a strident commitment 

to sustainable goals. To that end, Mitos may contribute to LEED® credits. Please refer to our Environmental Data 

Sheets, located on www.kimballoffice.com, for specific details. Mitos meets all of the IAQ testing requirements for Indoor 

Advantage Gold Certification from SCS (Scientific Certification Systems).

For full details—including additional features and options, surface materials, and specification and CAD information—

visit www.kimballoffice.com. 

Further discovery:

 A unit of Kimball International
1600 Royal Street, Jasper, Indiana 47549
 800.482.1818

ebrmitos ver. 10
www.kimballoffice.com
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Sustainability:


